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Kindergarten

(Foundation - Age 5 to 6 Years old)

A Curriculum Based on Child Development
The young child up to the age of 6 or 7 years is characterised by a gesture of trust and openness toward
the world. This includes the capacity of the child to absorb sense impressions right into their being
without the reflective or analytic skills of the older student or adult. This can be seen as a potent form of
engagement and embodied learning. A focus on bringing to consciousness the child’s perceptions and
played-out wisdom is best left until later years. In practice it is seen to reduce the very deep body-based
learning in which they are engaged.
The Senses
Through the sense of life that the child experiences in self-initiated play with aesthetic materials and
outdoor creative activity in the elements of nature, they develop what will mature into the soul quality of
contentment and well-being which is a necessary state for the ability to think and reflect. Through
strengthening their physical sense of balance in play they not only develop neurological readiness in the
proprioceptive system for literacy and numeracy but also experience the counterpart of an inner balance
at a soul level. Steadying the wooden tower and balancing the branch on top of the upright log require an
inner calmness, focus, and a weighing up. Climbing, running, twirling; in this movement a healthy sense
of freedom and of moving towards one’s goal is experienced.
Imitation
The curriculum for a Steiner Kindergarten is based on the understanding that the child learns through
imitation. The openness of the young child, their reverence and their ability to absorb every nuance of
what they experience, allow deep learning to occur. Through imitation they learn authentic home and
garden skills and develop artistic and musical capacities. A growing consciousness of the world emerges
through the teacher’s stories and Kindergarten work. They also experience and take in deeply as part of
their education the gesture, attitude and atmosphere created by the teacher. The teachers strive to be
worthy of imitation in all that they are and all that they do.
Imitation can take several forms. A young child might imitate someone’s actions directly. If a teacher is
carding and spinning wool, for example, a child might also want to card and spin. Children might also
imitate in their play the actions that they have encountered. For instance, a group of children might join
together to form a moving company. They will pack up the toys in the kindergarten into a moving van that
they have made of some chairs and boards and drive it to another land. Children also imitate our inner
attitude. Kindergarten teachers therefore try to pervade everything they do with care. This will be
reflected in the way they place an object on the seasonal table, or the way they put the toys away at
clean-up time and make sure all the babies are tucked in and don’t have any cold toes sticking out. If
parents and teachers approach common life tasks such as cooking or cleaning with reverence and care,
children will develop a deep respect for work and for material things. If, however, such tasks are done
quickly and sloppily, this will be reflected in children’s difficulties in finding meaning in life.
Rhythms of Learning Robert Trostoli, Anthroposophic Press, 1998.
Child-Initiated Creative Play
All that the child has imitated becomes their own through self-initiated creative play. They do not reflect or
conceptualise but take in the gesture and impulse and through their will express this in play. This
immersion in life and ability to play bring embodied experience and learning at this age.
There are two forces in the child at work. The child brings the capacity to imitate and also their own inner
impulses to engage with the world in a unique, creative and potent way. This connecting together of what
is experienced or revealed to the child about the world on the one hand and on the other the awakening
and strengthening of what are essential individual impulses and gifts characterises a healthy education.
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Young children love to play. Through play, they enter the activities of the adults around them. The best
kind of activities for kindergarten children are therefore those that allow them to engage, on a child’s
level, in the work of adults … children are offered the possibility of participating in the traditional activities
that might take place in a home: cooking and baking, cleaning and washing, sewing and ironing,
gardening and building. Because these activities are done rhythmically, they create a feeling of well-being
and a sense of security in the child. Because they are real, they help a child become grounded in the
realities of life. Because they serve a purpose and are filled with meaning, they help the child enter more
fully into life at a later age.
The materials and toys in a Waldorf kindergarten stimulate the children to use their powers of imagination
and fantasy. As these powers are developed, children become able to transform natural materials into
any kind of toy. They can use pieces of wood that have been left in their natural shapes as tools, musical
instruments, telephones, vehicles, tickets to a performance, food for a feast, or the gold and jewels of a
buried treasure hidden by pirates.
If one observes children playing with toys that have a great deal of detail, one can see that there is a
different quality to the play ... If, for instance, children are given a toy yellow taxicab, they are likely to limit
their play to activities involving a taxi. If, however, they are given a plain wooden car ... The possibilities
are endless, limited only by the children’s imagination.
Rhythms of Learning Robert Trostoli, Anthroposophic Press, 1998
Rhythms
For young children to be able to connect to the participatory consciousness that allows immersion in the
life and gesture of the world and also allows them to be engaged in self-initiated imaginative play they
need to be held in a secure rhythm and warm aesthetic environment without overstimulation. Rhythm
brings reassurance and continuity as well as trust in the unfolding of life. Children’s healthy habits are
supported by repetition of authentic tasks and their memory is strengthened by recurring meaningful
events such as festivals.
A daily rhythm includes Circle Time (music, speech and movement), Indoor Creative Play, Cooking,
Morning Tea, Baking, Painting, Beeswax Modelling or Crafts, Outdoor Play in Nature, Lunch, Story and
Bushwalk or Games. The curriculum is interwoven in these activities in a natural way.

Kindergarten Curriculum: English
Central Experiences
In a Steiner Kindergarten language is developed in children through stories of the literary heritage of
childhood told for several days, nourishing the memory forces. The traditional and classical stories as
well as teacher created and modern ones are carefully memorised and told with focus on a wellmodulated voice. The richness of the language helps extend vocabulary and the beauty and rhythm of
the language develops the aesthetic sense. A rich repertoire of songs, poems and verses are
experienced in the daily morning circle.
As well, daily self-directed play time requires rich oral communication between children in cooperative
play scenarios. The language is specialised and ever changing as each day brings new imitated life
experiences and children are highly motivated to communicate to engage their friends and fulfil their
imaginatively planned play..
Morning Circle is a daily time of imitated songs, poems, movement, action rhymes and finger plays. The
repertoire has a seasonal mood and is carried by a cohesive theme with appropriate gestures, and
music.
© SEA
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Future Capacities
The ability to find one’s voice in later life is built upon experiences of potent language which is meaningful
and connected to the world and humanity. Expressive qualities develop when beautiful speech is heard
and imitated. Later subtle complexities of thought are facilitated by the rich and finely formed language
structures of the teacher.
While formal English strands are not programmed separately until Class 1 the integrated
curriculum provides an optimal preparation for later literature, literacy and language.

Kindergarten Curriculum: History
Overarching Themes:
Kindergarten Topics:

Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Handcrafts K-3
Story Time, Puppet Story
Morning Circle

The History in Kindergarten is largely contained within the Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time
and Handcrafts. The Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time involves, in Kindergarten, the
participation of families in the preparation, crafts, cooking and the festival program itself. The children e.g.
experience at mid-winter the parents coming earlier in the week to make lanterns, families preparing soup
the day before, the fire being lit and the community all singing together and listening to the story. Foods
and stories from various families and cultures are interwoven.
The Handcrafts Overarching Theme also has a strong Family and Community component. The parents
come to help with finger knitting, sewing and felting and also bring traditional crafts from their
background. Parents help the children with e.g. the spinning wheel, with washing and carding wool and
with sewing dolls and they make toys for the Kindergarten. Grandparents or Aunts and Uncles visit, and
the tools and skills of times past and the culture of shared work and social cooperation is made visible for
the children.
The family, community and festival themes are also taken up in Story Time, Puppet Story and Morning
Circle as shown below.

Central Experiences
Children come slowly into the experience of time in an authentic way through the unfoldment of daily,
weekly and seasonal rhythms in rhythmic circle work, stories, crafts and seasonal celebrations. Their
observation and involvement in traditional handcrafts brings experience of past ways of life. Their
understanding of community grows out of the close connection between the Kindergarten and home
when parents and grandparents participate in activities and festivals.

Future Capacities
When children are allowed to awaken to time as a real experience of the earthly and cosmic cycles then it
gains meaning in the context of human unfoldment. The experience of past traditional ways of life through
crafts and stories also builds living pictures which can grow throughout the curriculum.
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Content Description

Topic K.1

Story Time, Puppet Story

Children learn and/or experience through imitation:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Listening to stories from classical and traditional sources from many lands
Hearing stories developed by the teacher or modern stories
Engaging in watching the scenes and figures used in puppet or prop- based stories
Hearing stories in prose , verse or dramatized with rich vocabulary and syntax
Engaging in the social conventions and change of moods in listening,
Imitating and elaborating the stories in self-directed, creative play
Understanding of the natural world of the landscape, weather, plants, animals and
people; their interaction with each other; human work and family and community life

Seasonal story tables
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Content Elaboration

K.1 Story Time, Puppet Story

Children are engaged in:
Possible Learning
Experiences brought by the
Teacher

Imitated and Play-based
experiences of the children

Embodied Knowledge and
Skills

Listening to stories of the
natural world; weather, daily
rhythms, seasons, plants,
animals, people and the
cosmos; stories about the
work of the home, farm,
village and town; about
archetypal human
development.

Singing a beginning song, imitating
a mood of quietness and
openness, experiencing a story
candle, putting out the candle at
the end of story.

The ability to listen, observe,
enter the mood of and
visualise story content.

Hearing about the
surrounding world from
Aboriginal Dreaming Stories
and from traditional tales from
many lands including the
Asia/Pacific regions
Engaging in teacher created
imaginative, healing or nature
stories.

Inwardly following and
subvocalising the sounds, voice
modulation, expressive qualities
and language.
Absorbing and recreating in inner
gestures and pictures the
archetypes of the natural world
and human development.
Engaging in inner soul moods eg
of humour, reverence, joy and
kindness.

Development of extended
vocabulary, clear and
expressive voice modulation
and richly varied sentence
and thought structures
appropriate to different moods
and contexts.
Embodied experience and
understanding of the natural
world and the development of
the human being, our work
and family and community
relationships.

Playing out stories with props or in
dramatised form, using imitated
speech, gesture and narrative
elements.
Elaborating and creatively
developing story material based on
prior experiences.
Communicating and cooperating
with other children in story
development and play-based
enactment.
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Content Description

Topic K.2

Kindergarten Morning Circle

Children learn and/or experience through imitation:

1. Engagement in poems, action rhymes, finger plays and songs about daily rhythms,
seasons, real tasks of the home, farm and community and the natural world
2. Community related material from other cultures or in other languages on these themes
3. Listening and responding to oral and gesture-based communication
4. Entering different moods of reverence, joy or engagement appropriate to each
season
5. Moving imaginatively and walking or skipping forms in space related to oral language
material
6. Expressing music through percussion instruments
7. Social customs eg greetings
8. Rich vocabulary and poems, nursery rhymes, verses and games with rhymes and
rhythms
Content Elaborations
Possible Learning Experiences
brought by the Teacher

Imitated experiences of the children

Children hear oral language
with carefully and expressively
modulated voice qualities.

They imitate and use oral language
themselves with clarity and expressive
qualities.

They hear and imitate spring,
summer, harvest, autumn and
winter circles; Christmas and
other festival circles, fairy or
folk tale – based circles,
simple stories of daily family
and community life from many
cultures.

They imitate gestures, movement and
speech of the plant world growing from
seed, blossoming and fruiting; the
animal world in its environment moving;
the people farming, making crafts,
cooking with produce.
They absorb the mood of fairy and folk
tales and picture the archetypal scenes.

They have embodied
understanding of the
world and its natural
processes.

They anticipate the coming festival,
imitate the changes in the world and
experience the connection to the
cosmos

They move imaginatively
and with connection to the
themes.

They experience the teacher’s
balancing of fast and slow,
inner and outer mood, soft and
loud.
They engage in movement
which carries the gesture of
the theme.

Embodied Knowledge
and Skills
Children have a range of
voice qualities for
expression.

They have extensive oral
language skills, rich
vocabulary.

They engage in a healthy breathing in
and out and experience balance in soul
moods and movement as they imitate
the teacher.
They imitatively move in circle, spiral or
weaving forms; they imitate the
movements of nature, the weather and
cosmos.
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Content Description

Topic K.3

Self-directed Creative Play

Children learn and/or experience:
1. Listening, responding and speaking
2. Language for social interaction, cooperation, questioning
3. Imaginative , fantasy based communication
4. Using imagination to transform objects, events and stories
5. Development of rich vocabulary and expression
6. Imitation home-based activities, events, stories and experiences in play

Content Elaboration
Possible Learning Experiences
brought by the Teacher
Children enter a mood of
purposeful activity created by the
teacher who engages in simple
domestic or artistic activities while
observing and harmonising.
They access toys in an orderly and
beautifully prepared room with play
materials which allow imaginative
play: shells, stones, large and small
cloths, wood,
They use toys for make-believe
play eg dress up cloths, crowns,
home corner with dolls and
furniture, simple human and animal
figures.
They have larger furniture available
for construction play.
They engage with the cooperative
communication and interaction of
the teacher

© SEA

Imitated and Play-based
experiences of the children
They imitate and engage in home
and creative activities in selfdirected play with skill and focus.
They imitate the aesthetics of the
prepared room in their play
scenarios.
They use their fantasy and
imaginative forces in transforming
objects as needed for their makebelieve or symbolic play.
They use rich oral language to
describe, question, negotiate and
find solutions to their play needs
and their interactions with others.

Embodied Knowledge
and Skills
They develop strength of
concentration and focus.
They enrich their
imaginative capacities.
They develop strong
skills in oral language,
expression and
communication.
They visualise inwardly
the life events they have
experienced and can out
picture them in their play.
They develop fine and
gross motor skills.

They act out their play parts with
appropriate voice modulation,
expressive quality, clarity and a
rich vocabulary for expression.
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Kindergarten Curriculum: Science / Geography
Our Connection to Our Place: The World is One, The World is Good
The Child Experiences Gratitude

In Kindergarten, children are provided with opportunities to experience and interact joyfully with the
natural and humanly created world through self-directed play, outdoor exploration, nature festivals and
authentic home and garden activities as well as stories, action rhymes and games.
Geography is not taught as a formal subject but the Kindergarten experience provides a rich and
appropriate exploration of the world and its environments of the landscape, garden, bush, buildings,
animals as well as the elements of water, earth, warmth and air. The family and community connection to
the world and the cosmos are also experienced through seasonal and cultural festivals.
The self-directed play and imitated work of the children allows them to imagine, create, represent and
build diverse landscapes, gardens and structures and engage in exploratory projects in the environment.
Central Experiences
The children experience that our world has natural environments which are sustaining, beautiful, filled
with presence, alive and changing in daily and seasonal rhythms. They are filled with joy and gratitude.
Through play in the environment and building projects they see that we have places in nature and crafted
from its bounty by people to shelter, celebrate and provide practical support for life.
In Kindergarten the young child comes to connect to, wonder at, engage with and also recreate and
represent the place and environment around them through stories, songs and poems, celebrations, selfdirected play, home and garden activities and walks in the natural environment.
Future Capacities
Wonder at a young age transforms into a dynamic capacity of imaginative perception that enlivens
conceptual intelligence in later years. Similarly the depth of gratitude experienced now will lead not only
to care for the environment and honouring of people’s connections to place but also to the capacity to
extend a gesture of blessing to all life.

The ACARA strands of Geographical Knowledge and Understanding and Geographical Inquiry and Skills
can be identified in the Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework in a fully integrated way in the following
Topic Content Descriptions and Elaborations.
Stage-wide Topics of:





Festivals, Celebrations and Rhythms of Time
Handcrafts of the Traditional World
Outdoor Play, Bushwalk and Home and Garden Activities

K.1 Story Time, Puppet Story e.g. Understanding of the natural world of plants, animals and people;
their interaction with each other; human work and family and community life
K.2 Kindergarten Morning Circle: e.g. Engagement in poems, action rhymes, finger plays and songs
about daily rhythms, seasons, real tasks of the home, farm and community and the natural world.
Community related material from other cultures or in other languages on these themes
K.4 The Living World of Garden, Bush and Farm e.g. The way in which the world of nature and earth,
sun, rain and air provides a home for all living things and sustains their needs; the changing seasons and
weather and the child’s experience in the playground.
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K.5The Elements of the World The elements of the earth in e.g. crystals, sand, soil and wood; the
qualities of the air e.g. wind; The qualities of warmth and fire in e.g. sunlight, cooking, bonfires, candle
flames; the qualities of water e.g. in drinking, rain, gardening, cooking.
K.6, Rhythms of Sun, Moon, Earth and Cosmos e.g. Children learn about and/or experience the sun
and moon and stars in the sky; the light, warmth, wind and rain of our weather; the changing seasons
K.7 Creative Structures e.g. Children learn and/or experience through imitation and self- directed play:
The creative transformation of natural materials and their properties, in their room and
playground/garden.

The Young Child
…….. experiences the world through a condition of dreamy but devoted exploration. Experiences of the natural world
are usually on a small and intimate scale at this stage, yet they are none-the-less all-engaging. One bright star
shines out in the heavens and catches the attention of the child, who may be otherwise oblivious to the star-studded
canopy of the firmament. A walk by a stream will be memorable because of the shallows by the shore in which the
child could paddle for a moment …or because of a white marble pebble that is discovered beneath the rippling water
surface and carried home like a treasure. …Something from this walk will almost inevitably find its way to the
Kindergarten nature table. The methodology that Steiner laid such emphasis on for the older students is already
inherent in this process. So the scientist, far from despising the naïve enthusiasm of the 4 year old, recognises in it
that which will eventually grow into the attitude of enquiry upon which all scientific study is founded.
Brien Masters 1

1

Masters, B.
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Content Description

Topic K.4 The Living World of Garden, Bush and Farm
Children learn and/or experience through imitation and self- directed play:

1. The way in which the world of nature and earth, sun, rain and air provides a home
for all living things and sustains their needs
2. The changing seasons and weather and their experience in the playground
3. How the human work of all contributes to the family and community and how they
contribute and care for the world.

4. The world through the senses exploring and observing and gathering natural items
for nature table and play and representation in created landscapes
Possible Learning
Experiences brought
by the Teacher
Children hear stories
and sing about the
natural environment
with its landscapes,
plants animals and
human work.
They experience
festivals and
They observe the
teacher tending the
garden with care and
foresight; see the
teacher doing
household tasks as well
as spinning, weaving,
preserving or milling the
grains.

© SEA

Threefold Content Elaborations
Imitated and Play-based experiences of the
children

Children go bushwalking, clamber up hills,
traverse creeks, climb trees and roll down
slopes.
They observe animal homes.
They make outside cubbies using diverse
materials such as wood, stone, mud and
grasses.
They explore the plant world; collecting autumn
leaves, seedpods and bark and flowers for the
table. They plant gardens from seed and water
them, They harvest and then cook produce.
They visit a farm or orchard.
They observe bush and garden creatures, care
for pets, watch silk worms, visit or care for farm
animals eg bees, sheep, cows, chickens.
They engage imitatively in human work of eg
cooking, carpentry, basketry, sewing, bread
baking with produce and materials from the
world.
They create story landscapes and scenes form
their home, school and local environment.

Embodied Knowledge
and Skills

They have an
experiential knowledge
of the world, the needs
of living things and the
role of people in caring
for the world.
They experience the
bounty of gifts the earth
provides for humanity.
They gain embodied
knowledge of the skills
and processes of
transformation that
allow earths materials
to be made into all the
things that people need
for life.
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Content Description

Topic K.5

The Elements of the World

Children learn about and/or experience through imitation and self- directed play or through
stories:

1.
2.
3.
4.

The elements of the earth in e.g. crystals, sand, soil and wood
The qualities of the air e.g. wind
The qualities of warmth and fire in e.g. sunlight, cooking, bonfires, candle flames
The qualities of water e.g. in drinking, rain, gardening, cooking

Possible Learning
Experiences brought
by the Teacher
Children hear stories
and sing about the
elements of earth,
water, air and fire.

Threefold Content Elaborations
Imitated and Play-based experiences of
the children

Children explore the earth and sand: they
tunnel through sand, dig in garden beds,
grind sandstone to make pigment, build dams
and bake mud pies.

Embodied Knowledge
and Skills

Children have an
awareness of the
transformative qualities of
the elements that form our
world.

They pour water into sand, collect rain water,
watch rain and hail storms, water garden
plants, set jugs of water at the lunch table, fill
bird baths.
Children fly kites, blow windmills, play
parachute games and hang washing in the
wind to dry.
They observe candle light and smoke, feel
the warmth of sunlight, help make and
experience a winter bonfire and make and
eat warm foods in winter.
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Content Description

Topic K.6

Rhythms of Sun, Moon, Earth and Cosmos

(see Festivals, Celebrations and Rhythms of Time Stage 1 Topic for Festival Content)
Children learn about and/or experience

1. The sun and moon and stars in the sky
2. The light, warmth, wind and rain of our weather
3. The changing seasons
Threefold Content Elaborations
Possible Learning
Experiences brought by
the Teacher
Children hear stories of an
sing about sunrise and
sunset, the seasons, weather
and sky at night
They experience festivals
and the changing colours
and seasonal decorations
and artworks in their room

Imitated and Play-based
experiences of the children

Embodied Knowledge and
Skills

They observe and play in the
changing seasonal conditions in
the garden and bush eg
tadpoles, silk worms, birds
nesting,

They experience the security of
the rhythms of life and the joyful
anticipation of the return of the
cycles of celebration.

They gather objects for the
seasonal table eg seedpods;
they do seasonal pictures ag
leaf rubbings and seedpod
boats.

They experience the relationship
between themselves and the
unfolding world as they bake,
make decorations and gifts for
festivals, dress in festive clothes
and learn music and dances.

They cook with seasonal
produce; dress appropriately for
the weather.
Content Description

Topic K.7

Creative Structures

Children learn and/or experience through imitation and self- directed play:
1. The creative transformation of natural materials and their properties, in their room
and playground/garden, including representational landscapes of stories and the local
environment.

2. Lifting, moving, rolling and stacking a variety of natural materials and furniture to
make creative cubbies
3. Exploring methods, adjusting, questioning and improving their imaginative
structures
4. Experiencing gravity and levity and mechanics in their creative play
Possible Learning
Experiences brought by the
Teacher
Children have indoor
environments with diverse
furniture, wood and cloths and
fastening ropes and pegs and
indoor blocks made from
branches for construction.
They engage in outdoor
environments with materials
for building and creating with
many elements and
equipment.
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Threefold Content Elaborations
Imitated and Play-based
experiences of the children

Embodied Knowledge
and Skills

They build shops, buses, boats,
cubbies puppet theatres and bridges,
whole landscapes in floor play with
creatively constructed buildings
They make tunnels in sandpits,
dams, playing with tree swings, build
cubbies by using garden materials,
sorting sizes, balancing, fastening
and covering structures.

Children come to
understand and
experience through and
imaginative building of
various structures the laws
of statics and mechanics,
the gravity and levity
forces underlying the
natural world.

They cooperate together to test the
structures and make improvements
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Kindergarten Curriculum : Mathematics
Mathematics in the Steiner Kindergarten is not a separate subject but an integrated experience in a playbased curriculum. Teachers are aware of the numerical and geometric qualities of the world and engage
children in authentic Home and Garden activities and in Stories and Circle Time which bring these
qualities to the children in an authentic and meaningful way.
Movement and number rhymes and games in morning circle, number-based stories and imitated work in
cooking, drawing, beeswax modelling and craft all allow development of mathematical experience and
skills. In self-directed play these experiences are integrated and creatively expressed by the child.
Central Experiences
Number:
Rhythmic work of number rhymes and games, number related stories which are heard and played out,
and finger games and action rhymes are one area of number development. Conversation between
children creatively weaves in numbers- How many children are here today? I have 5 rice crackers. Play
also affords rich and ever changing opportunities for counting eg how many children will fit into the cubby;
shell paths are sorted into pairs of increasing size laid out with one to one correspondence. Home and
garden activities use counting in eg the number of cupfuls in cooking or the number of watering cans to
share to take to the vegetable garden.
Measurement/Geometry:
Spatial awareness is developed initially through one’s own movement in space. Measurement happens
informally as children play- Will the log fit in the house? There are 5 steps to the door. Weekly baking
brings weighing and measuring of spoonfuls or cupfuls and in gardening the bucketfuls of soil and
arrangement of flower and vegetable beds in neat rows or circle forms bring real life geometry and
capacity. Beeswax modelling allows experience of 3 dimensional forms which metamorphose from one to
another. Crafts of lantern-making, sewing and finger-knitting baskets all involve forms. Ordering of
rhythms of time occurs in the unfolding cycles of day and night, days of the week, and in the seasons
which are the focus of stories and songs, craft and festivals.
Statistics and Probability:
Statistics is the gathering of data about the world and its presentation in a meaningful way. Children first
go through a stage of immersion and then slowly awaken to conscious perceptions which are named and
ordered. There must be a balance between these two elements. Play, involvement in daily tasks and
teachers work all allow natural unfoldment of ordered perception and presentation of information.

Future Capacities
Music, speech, story and movement based number experience develop embodied knowledge. Future
work with algebra will depend on being able to elaborate, imagine and balance two sides of the equation.
The sense of balance in forms made in creative play and in movement is a necessary step towards that
skill.
Being able to measure objects and oneself in relation to the world is built upon a practical play-based
exploration. Seeing the geometric forms and gestures in nature requires first a sensitive immersion in
their creative dynamics and a playing with forms as they metamorphose eg from concave to convex.
Moving weaving circle and spiral forms in games also brings experience of creative dynamics.
Experience of time as a rhythmic cycle before it is conceptualised and measured numerically brings trust
in a living, harmonious unfoldment of time.
Seeing information presented artistically and pictorially gives a living and authentic experience of
representation. Seeing the teacher witness and respond to the events in the Kindergarten calmly brings
trust in what unfolds in life. Having the opportunity in creative play to adjust their actions in eg building,
means they experience that they can have effect on the outcomes.

These Strands are not formally taught in the Steiner Kindergarten but can be mapped in the
following way.
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Topic K.8

Number
integrated in Kindergarten Activities

Children learn and/or experience through imitation and self- directed play:
1. Counting freely and imitatively as they experience number in songs, poems, home and
garden activities, in play and story images.
2. Creating order, sequencing and making number patterns with objects in self-directed play.
3. A sense of balance in the body in these patterns and correspondences.
4. Moving in different numerical and rhythmic sequences in songs, dances and games.
5. Being immersed in the number patterning in music
Content Elaboration
Possible Learning
Experiences
Brought by the Teacher
Children hear numbers in
rhymes and songs
They experience
mathematical relationships in
music.
They hear numbers used in
eg cooking and gardening
activities
They see number patterns
and hear number names in
stories and puppet plays
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Imitated and Play-based
Experiences of the children
They use number names and
counting in self-directed play eg
number of bowls of porridge for
dolls.
They play out operations such as
taking away and adding, dividing
up?
They imitate teacher’s stories
which have numbers in them in
their own play.

Embodied Knowledge and
Skills
Future Capacities
Children experience the world
as sequenced and ordered.
They experience relationship
and balance between objects
and sets of objects

They use one to one
correspondence in home
activities eg setting morning tea
table.
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Topic K.9

Measurement and Geometry
Integrated in Kindergarten Activities

Children learn and/or experience through imitation and self- directed play:
1. Daily, weekly and seasonal rhythms of time
2. Ordering objects by size and shape
3. Make 3 dimensional forms in beeswax and wool crafts
4. Informal measurement of length, weight and capacity of solid and liquid substances
5. Making of geometric forms through movement, circle dances.
6. Their sense of direction in space
Content Elaboration
Possible Learning
Experiences
Brought by the Teacher

Imitated and Play-based
Experiences of the children

Embodied Knowledge and Skills
Future Capacities

Children engage in poems
about the day and night, the
days of the week, seasons.

Children sequence objects in
lines, spirals, circular forms
and pathways according to size
or shape

Children experience that the
world is formed and ordered

They use informal
measurement in cooking and
bread baking
They make geometric and
imaginative forms in beeswax
modelling and baking
They move in geometric forms
in eurythmy or dance
They move in the directions of
space in action rhymes and
make geometrical forms in
finger games.
They experience their sense
of self-movement in the six
directions
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They build 3 dimensional forms
of cubbies, towers and
mountains balancing sides and
bases to create stability
They measure wooden logs or
cloths needed eg for play
curtains against the cubby
window

They experience that they can
create in geometric forms that
underpin the natural world
They know that time unfolds in
harmonious rhythms
They come to experience their
own position in space

They measure and compare
capacity of containers in water
play
They express geometric forms
within the world and the body
in drawing
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Topic K.10

Pre-Statistics and Probability
provide a Foundation in Kindergarten Activities

Children learn and/or experience through imitation and self- directed play:
1. Informal collecting of objects, and ordering them
2. Becoming aware of the results of their play activities, adjusting them, predicting the outcome
3. Development of trust
Content Elaboration
Possible Learning Experiences
Brought by the Teacher

Imitated and Play-based
Experiences of the children

Embodied Knowledge and Skills

Children experience informally
the teachers and parents use
of pictorial information eg
weekly rhythm on the
noticeboard

Children gather data and
communicate results informally
eg there are 5 pairs of
gumboots outside

Children experience that people
can know and communicate about
the world through pictures.

They experience that the
teacher observes and
responds to probable events
with calm foresight
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They experience in play that eg.
they can observe and predict
what will happen to their tower
which repeatedly falls
They can make adjustments by
balancing and then watch the
outcome change

They experience that they can
predict events in and adjust their
play
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Counting and measuring skills are developed in handcraft – knitting, weaving
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OVERARCHING THEMES
Extended Curriculum Topics
Stage 1: Classes K- 3

Contents
Overarching Themes
Which Are Implemented Throughout Classes K - 3

A. Festivals, Celebrations and Rhythms of Time

p.

B. Outdoor Play, Bushwalk and Practical Garden and Home Activities
N/A: built into Kindergarten Topics
C. Handcrafts of the Traditional World
D. Morning Circle N/A
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p.
See Topic 2
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Overarching Themes
Which Are Implemented Throughout Classes K - 3

Theme A: Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Integrated Theme Stage 1 Classes K-3
“Throughout the year we fulfil the common tasks and duties of daily life and at the times of a festival we
turn our attention to the links which bind us with eternity. And although daily life is fraught with many a
struggle, at these times a feeling awakens within us that above all the strife and turmoil there is peace
and harmony”
Rudolf Steiner
"Those who contemplate the beauty of the Earth find reserves of strength that will endure as long as life
lasts. There is symbolic as well as actual beauty in the migration of birds, the ebb and flow of tides, the
folded bud ready for spring. There is something infinitely healing in the repeated refrains of nature -- the
assurance that dawn comes after the night and spring after the winter."
Rachel Carson
The Central Experience of the Content
As in times past festivals are held to celebrate such events as the harvest or spring. They bring whole
communities together in shared purpose and highlight the supportive cycles of life, they bring meaning to
human existence and reconnect people with the universe and their origins. The children sense the joy
and gratitude in the community around them.
Future Capacities
The experience of the festivals will live within the child, fostering reverence through the acknowledgement
of something greater than themselves, allowing trust to grow and gratitude and harmony to be more
deeply experienced.
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Content description
Integrated Overarching Theme

Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time

Students will learn to:
1. Sing, recite and follow creative movement for the rhythms of time and celebrate the rhythms of the
day and night and connect with sun, the moon and stars.
2. Hear stories of festivals and family celebrations and experience cycles of the seasons through
celebrations for harvest, mid-winter and spring.
3. Observe and celebrate the changing beauty and bounty of nature
4. Listen and connect to stories of the past ways of preparing festivals through growing food, cooking,
making handcrafts and storytelling and music.
5. Recall stories, draw pictures and write a sentence about aspects of festivals and family
celebrations from teachers and elders
6. Bake, make decorations and gifts for festivals, dress in festive clothes and learn music and dances.
7. Celebrate school festivals and community gatherings as well as class celebrations such as
birthdays, farewells and end of term celebrations.
8. Celebrate seasonal and world events from diverse cultures, including Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander cultures, the Countries/Places that they belong to and why they are important to them.
Content Elaboration
Threefold Cycle of Content
Learning Experiences

Multimodal Artistic Activities

They experience the nature
and festival table with art
prints, representation of
elements of nature from the
mineral, plant and animal
world.

Children experience the rhythms of time in
games lessons in which circle dances of the
seasons, day and night and cosmic movement
of the sun and planets are embodied.

Children attend festivals of
the school, class
community and parent and
wider community.

Children dance, move, sing, clap and recite
days of the week, months, seasons and
cosmic cycles in their morning circle each day.
Children recall stories and draw and paint
aspects of the story.

Children hear stories of
autumn, harvest, winter,
spring and chosen cultural
festivals.

They prepare for festivals- harvesting produce,
baking soups, cakes, bread; decorating,
making gifts for farewells and birthdays;
dressing in e.g. spring flower wreaths.

Children commemorate
world events from many
cultures in assemblies /
festivals

Children learn and perform instrumental music,
songs, poems and dances for the festival.
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Deep Knowledge,
Understanding and
Skills
Children write about
the seasonal, nature
and cultural festivals.
They read their own
stories.
They experience the
security of the rhythms
of life and the joyful
anticipation of the
return of the cycles of
celebration.
Children experience
community as it
supports people
throughout the
passage of time.
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Overarching Theme C: Handcrafts of the Traditional World
Integrated Theme

Stage 1 Classes K-3

The Central Experience of the Content from the Perspective of History
The experience of traditional handcrafts takes children to times of old when the family made many of the
furnishings, tools and clothes in their homes, when crafts were done by all around the fire at night and
care was taken with the objects which represented many hours of labour. The love of colour, texture and
form of their work nurtures their artistic sense.
Future Capacities
The children develop a sense of care for each other’s work and a feeling of community that will remain
with them. They learn to appreciate the beauty and artistry of handmade goods and the empowerment
that comes from being able to make one’s own belongings. The development of community through
shared activity forms a model of a sustainable and creative future.

Kindergarten / Class 1 Weaving and French knitting
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Content description
Technology/History

Traditional Handcrafts of the World : Stage 1

Students will learn to:
1. Prepare wool, wash, card according to traditional methods; to spin, knit in plain and purl, shape
and caste on and off and make a range of toys, household items and clothes.
2. Sew and use simple embroidery.
3. Felt wool, sew up and make simple toys and home furnishings.
4. To dye fabrics and wool.
5. Sand and oil wood for home or classroom objects.
6. Create simple bushcrafts.
7. Experience traditional crafts, tools, equipment and their use in the past and now
8. Work in a community of teachers, family and community members, building social relationships

Possible Teachers
Presentations and
Children’s Learning
Experiences

Content Elaboration
Threefold Cycle of Content
Multimodal Artistic Activities
Representation or Deep
Understanding

Children observe spinning with
a drop spindle or spinning
wheel.

They see handmade knitted
toys and clothing and observe
knitting needles being made
and knitting being done by the
teacher, parents and
grandparents.

Children wash wool fleece and card
wool.
They spin with a drop spindle or wheel
and wind balls of wool.
They make wooden knitting needles,
and knit and then sew knitted pieces
into toys, clothing or other items as
gifts or classroom items such as a
class blanket.
They felt balls, cradles, tablemats,
recorder bags or wall hangings for their
classroom or gifts for family.

They hear stories of the
shepherd, shearing, the
spinning wheel, dyeing of
wool, woodchoppers and
carpenters.

Children do simple sewing of chair
bags, craft bags or crayon bags. They
do simple embroidery and later cross
stitch forms.

Children see community
members sewing and their
finished craftwork used in the
school.

Children gather bush or beach items
such as leaves, seedpods, shells and
driftwood and make bush and beach
crafts for the classroom and home.

Children see the woodworker
or teacher preparing wood,
sanding and polishing.

They sand wood and oil or use
beeswax to polish items such as
chopping boards for the home and
classroom.
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Children develop a deep
connection to the joy and
satisfaction of making
something with their own
hands which traditional life
gave.
Children gain skill in plain,
purl and in shaping, casting
off and on of knitting.
They appreciate the
closeness to the beauty of
nature and its forms,
colours and textures which
arises in traditional
craftwork.
Children experience the
contribution of the natural
environment to life and
family.
Children experience the
ways of life of traditional
times in their own class
community - times in which
everything in the
environment was made
with care and artistry.
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Class 2

Class 1

Class 3
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Traditional Handcrafts of the World
Range of Activities
(A Creative Arts Curriculum will detail Scope and Sequence in Stage 2 of the ASCF Project2012)

Approach

Wool
crafts

Weaving

Dollmaking
Paper
crafts
Wood
work

Sewing

Trades
Metalwork
Festival
crafts
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Kindergarten
Imitated crafts
Self-directed crafts
in play

Class 1
Imitated and
Guided Crafts
Self-directed crafts
in play
Freeform carded
As for Kinder plus:
wool pictures
Hand teasing of
Pompoms
wool into thread,
Twists
Knitting
Finger knitting
Plain
Free form felting
e.g. recorder bags,
pot holders, small
animals
Freeform wool, nature materials, grass
baskets

Class 2
Imitated and Guided
Crafts

Class 3
Guided and Instructed
Crafts

Knotted Dolls

Eg Simple Knitted dolls

Knitting: purl, castes off, shapes pattern,
casting on
Crochet: chain stitch and double
Braiding simple cords
Class 3 –knitted and crocheted caps,
scarves, hats, jumpers

Weaves with fingers, joins in ends and
finishes piece from loom

Paper crafts, Lanterns, Moving pictures
Origami
Free creations with
Making dolls furniture from twigs and
seedpods, leaves,
branches
twigs, bark.
Sanding Wood, free woodwork
Sanding Wood,
eg Kitchen boards
Free woodwork
Making knitting needles
Free form sewing
Sews running
Sews on fine
stitch on wool.
fabric with sharp
needle, overstitch
seams
Sews on button
Increasingly well-formed cubbies, climbing structures

Measuring, plans,
sawing, sanding,
hammering, architraves,
beams, furniture.
Craft bag
Simple Embroidery
Glove puppets

Mudbricks, model
houses, full-size class
building projects
Candle making, flower wreaths, leaf rubbings, corn dolls, bread dough figures, decorated
candles, tissue paper mobiles and transparencies, beeswax figures.
Egg decorating
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Achievement Standard: Kindergarten ENGLISH
Receptive modes (listening and viewing) and Productive modes (speaking and creating)
1. By the end of Kindergarten children listen to and imitate verses, songs and poems with appropriate
gestures. They know a range of nursery rhymes, poems and songs. They also listen to and observe
puppet stories and told stories.
2. They informally recreate excerpts in play.
3. They can communicate with the teacher, their fellow students and other staff about their needs.
4. They listen to, question, cooperate and create with other children in self-directed play and activities.
5. They communicate informally about play scenarios they have built.
6. They use appropriate social greetings and can engage in an atmosphere of reverence or joy
appropriate to the mood created.
7. They represent ideas and experiences in play, nature tables and creative arts.

General Capabilities: Kindergarten

ENGLISH

Literacy
The children participate in daily Morning Circle oral language in the form of verses, poems and ring
games which speak about diverse aspects of the world and daily life. They hear stories and develop rich
vocabulary and recall skills.
Numeracy
They learn number rhymes, poems and action games and listen to stories with number elements.
ICT
They create explorations in technology in their play- eg pulleys, tunnels, ramps, levers and cubbies.
Critical and Creative Thinking
The children are only at the beginning of picture thinking and their play time and stories develop both the
inner picture making faculty and their observational skills.
Ethical Behaviour
Through imitation of the teacher’s ethical interaction and communication they receive an experience of a
way of communicating and interacting in the world.
Personal and Social Competence
The high levels of social interaction in indoor and outdoor play and exploration support development of
cooperation.
Intercultural Understanding
The Celebration of Festivals with parent and school communities brings the children into contact with
other cultures and their traditions. Stories of other cultures are told throughout the year.

Cross Curriculum Priorities Kindergarten ENGLISH
Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
Festivals and stories of Aboriginal culture are experienced.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
Festivals and stories of Asian cultures are part of the class and school festivals
Sustainability
The deep focus on stories of nature at a young age allows the connection to life to remain and not be
conceptualised too early.
© SEA
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Achievement Standard: Kindergarten HISTORY
1. Children experience immersion in Folk and World Tales, Handcrafts and Festivals
and Celebrations.
2. Children work with enthusiasm in playing out, creating puppet stories from or
imitating scenes from tales or festival and handcraft experiences.
3. Children engage with historical items and sources e.g. traditional craft tools and
festival items from diverse cultures.
4. Children have embodied experience of the contribution of traditional ways of life, of
family and community structures and of cultural and seasonal festivals throughout time.
5. In creative play and in class projects and events children express their understanding
through songs, games, social interaction and contribution to the class community and
family.

General Capabilities: Kindergarten

HISTORY

In Kindergarten the focus is on family, school and community festivals and celebrations, handcrafts of the
traditional world and tales from times long past.
Literacy
Children develop strong listening skills as they hear songs, poems and stories told each day. Children in
Kindergarten then express these in self-directed play through eg puppet stories.
Numeracy
In Kindergarten History, Numeracy is used in the experience and language of time through daily, weekly
and seasonal rhythms. These are experienced through verses, songs and family, community and festival
events.
ICT
The history of the tools and equipment associated with handwork traditions eg spinning wheel, weaving
looms; provide the beginning of a healthy understanding of the place of technology.
Critical and Creative Thinking
Creative thinking, the ability to later ask historical questions and develop new interpretations and
insights is developed in Kindergarten through the rich literary historical sources of Fairy and Folk Tales.
The archetypal pictures of historical human development are taken in at this age in pictures. The rich
artistic and musical components of festivals also provide experience of creative expression.
Critical thinking is a more conceptual and conscious process which develops fully after the period of
formal operations begins at age 12 and moves from the romantic/biographical form to the more analytical
at 14.
Ethical Behaviour
An attitude of reverence and gratitude pervades the Kindergarten. Conceptual thinking is not yet the
optimal way of meeting the world, rather the curriculum seeks to facilitate experiences of respect and
tolerance. An atmosphere of social harmony is strongly facilitated by the work of the teacher in the daily
home activities, baking and meals together. The engagement with parent communities and nature and
the cycles of the seasons in festivals builds deep connection which underlies ethical decision making.
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Personal and Social Competence
The teachers in the early years provide models of positive relationships and responsible decisions, they
chose narratives with these themes and they encourage children to work cooperatively.
Intercultural Understanding
Festivals from diverse cultures, stories and folk tales from around the world, songs and poems from other
lands in morning circle are all important aspects of intercultural understanding.

Cross Curriculum Priorities: Kindergarten HISTORY
Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
Festivals and stories of Aboriginal culture are experienced.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
Festivals and stories of Asian cultures are part of the class and school.
Sustainability
The deep focus on stories of community and nature at a young age allows the connection to life to remain
and not be conceptualised too early.

Achievement Standard – Kindergarten MATHEMATICS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

By the end of the Kindergarten/ Foundation Year children count freely and imitatively in play.
They move number sequences in songs, dances and games.
They informally sort, classify, order and sequence objects in play.
They informally measure and compare length, weight and capacity in play and home activities and
engage in daily, weekly and seasonal rhythms of time in verses, stories and festivals.
They make 3-d forms in beeswax and crafts and move geometric forms with the body in space.
They develop trust and recognise ability to adjust outcomes in play.
They collect and order objects informally.

General Capabilities: Kindergarten

MATHEMATICS

Literacy
Literacy is interwoven within the Mathematics Topics throughout this stage.
Rhythmic oral language work on number rhymes and games (K8) and verses of daily, weekly and
seasonal rhythms (K9) accompany Morning Circle. There are traditional stories which have a number
element (K8) and are told to the children. In self-directed play the children communicate about number
and in Home and Garden activities such as cooking they imitate the teacher’s use of the language of
number and measurement (K9).They communicate about information they have gathered and about the
outcomes of their play experiences (K10)
Numeracy
In Stage 1 the learning is of a practical and authentic nature. In Kindergarten Mathematics is applied in
relation to the content in other learning areas such as cooking for a winter festival in Celebrations,
Festivals and Rhythms of Time. The teacher embeds, through the story/descriptive content and activities
eg in Outdoor Play, Bushwalk Home and Garden, a real context for the learning. Mathematics is thus
experienced as part of the world around them; a world to which they can apply all aspects of their related
practical skills, artistic exploration and creative endeavour.
© SEA
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Competence in Information and Communication Technology
In the Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework in Stage 1 the scaffolding of later work in ICT is begun.
1. Technology is understood in its relationship to the world and their work. eg measuring jugs, cups,
spoons,(K9) all give an understanding of how technology can support our interaction in the world.
2. The scaffolded pre-digital skills of visual representation and sorting and ordering information are
built in their creative play time as they sort shells and make shell paths, build a bus from the furniture or
set the table for 18 children (K9).
Critical and Creative Thinking
In Kindergarten the development of critical and creative thinking is built through:
1. Oral language skills. The ability to develop nuances of thought requires the equivalent richness of
language and syntax. The Kindergarten teacher tells number stories (K8) from rich oral language
traditions with wide vocabulary and complex language structures to impart meaning.
2. Creative, self-directed play each day in the Kindergarten in which flexibility, problem solving and
imagination are developed as they build structures and cooperate socially to create imaginative
scenarios.
3. Work with concrete representation of thoughts and patterns (K8) through objects in play. Through
this the visual thinking is developed.
4. Development of imagination through number stories (K8) with creative archetypal elements eg fairy
and folk tales.
Ethical Behaviour
This capability is developed
1. In the connection of mathematical ideas to the beauty of the formative dynamics of the natural world in
eg circle games and dances; a connection which underpins ethical decision making in the future. (K9)
2. When the skilful and careful work of the teacher in measuring in cooking, laying out garden beds and
forming crafts is experienced the children imitate and value this.(K8, K9)
Personal and Social Competence
This is developed in the class community through shared learning, group explorations and an emphasis
on ethical personal endeavour rather than competitive achievement.
Intercultural Understanding
Connection and respect for other cultures is built initially through
1. Mathematical learning embedded in stories from many times and cultures eg Russian, Scandinavian,
African (K8)
2. Finding the universally human in eg number patterns in the body. (K9)
3. Examples of number problems involving other cultures eg number work in foreign languages/cultures
taught in the Steiner Curriculum and in diversity of cultural contexts eg cooking food from other countries,
crafts.(K8)

Cross Curriculum Priorities: Kindergarten MATHEMATICS
Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
Opportunities for integration of these histories and cultures come through the Nature Stories and
Indigenous Dreaming Stories which incorporate Indigenous experiences of the seasons and festivals.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
The integration of Asian cultures comes from the story stream of world folk and fairy tales as well as
songs and poems from Asia in Morning Circle Time.
Sustainability
Environmental integrity comes through connection and this is built through the children’s involvement in
gardening, seasonal festivals and nature stories.
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Achievement Standards: Kindergarten SCIENCE/ GEOGRAPHY
1. In Kindergarten children help to care for the natural and created surroundings, animals and plants
and engage with wonder, joy and gratitude in gardening, domestic work and nature play in their rich
garden or bush environment
2. Children explore the environment actively, transforming and combining elements and materials to
create e.g. sandstone paints, cubbies, story landscapes and gardens. They use natural materials to
craft items and they cook.
3. Children experience connection to their world and the cycles of the day and night and the week
through music, verse, movement and stories as well as well as family and community connection
through the seasonal festivals and activities.
4. They balance size, shape and structure in their play and explore force and movement in e.g. swings,
climbing equipment, sand and water play, pulleys and water pumps. They use warmth in cooking.
They experience through the senses, question, communicate orally, plan and cooperate with others
in their play and projects.

General Capabilities: Kindergarten SCIENCE/ GEOGRAPHY
Literacy
The children participate in daily Morning Circle oral language in the form of verses, poems and ring
games which speak about nature, the landscape and the seasons. Phonemic awareness skills are also
developed through these activities. They hear stories and develop rich vocabulary and recall skills.
Numeracy
They gather seed pods, flowers, crystals and leaves which have beautiful geometrical forms. They count
out and share what they have gathered eg autumn leaves. They recite verses about the rhythms of time
such as the seasons.
ICT
The use of tools in building in outside cubbies begins and the children may also do simple woodwork with
hammers, sandpaper and hand drills.
Critical and Creative Thinking
The children are only at the beginning of picture thinking and their play time and stories develop both the
inner picture making faculty and their observational skills.
Ethical Behaviour
The imitation of the teacher’s care for the environment and the community is a potent educational
experience.
Personal and Social Competence
The high levels of social interaction in indoor and outdoor play and exploration support development of
cooperation.
Intercultural Understanding
The Celebration of Festivals with parent and school communities brings the children into contact with
other cultures and their traditions.
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Cross Curriculum Priorities Kindergarten
SCIENCE/ GEOGRAPHY
Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
Festivals and stories of Aboriginal culture are experienced.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
Festivals and stories of Asian cultures are part of the class and school-wide experience.
Sustainability
The deep focus on nature at a young age allows the connection to life to remain and not be
conceptualised too early.
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